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EDITORIAL 
This issue of Grassbox has a distinctly post war theme to it, 
and I imagine some readers will be saying that this is a 
welcome change. There has been a bit of a predominance 
of pre-war hand mowers in this magazine recently, and I 
thought it time to redress the balance.  
 
A number of members have commented favourably on the 
“Mowers on test” section in the last issue, and so I though 
perhaps it might be appropriate to dust off someone else’s 
tests, this time from when the mowers in question were 
new and were tried out by Which? Magazine in 1960. Any 
members who feel like carrying out their own tests for 
Grassbox of rival machines from any era would have their 
findings warmly received here, I’m sure.  
 
Peter Hampton has now reached an agreement to supply 
the model lawnmowers, based of his 24” Ransomes 
Automaton, that some of you will have seen at Milton 
Keynes, to club members at a substation cost reduction to 
OLC members. Peter gives further detail in the Advert 
sheet. 
 
The rally season is just about over now, and those who 
have exhibited in the latter part of the year will doubtless 
have been glad of the better weather that this Autumn has 
brought, though as I write this the rain is finally on its way to 
put some green back into the parched grass! 
 

 
 

NEW RIDE ON MOWER - THE 

RALCAST

 
Seen at ‘The Good Life’ event held at The Museum of East 
Anglian Life in May was what could be the only known 
example of a Ralcast Mk1 exhibited by VHGMC member 
Dave Clark from Braintree. This interesting machine is a 
marriage of Raleigh bicycle and Qualcast mower. 
Apparently it works well and could see a revival with the 
increase in people looking for ways to save energy and lose 
weight. 

Charlie Moore 

ONE FROM THE PATENT 

OFFICE FILES� 

 
Tony Houghton found this Patent application from 
November 1932 recently, and it seems to me that this 
reciprocating knife machine, were one ever made, would fit 
very neatly into the “Would you have bought one of these” 
category along with the Monta mower and others that Dick 
Hardwick wrote about a few issues back. There seems little 
doubt that this outfit (for want of a better term for it) would 
have been hopelessly cumbersome to use and the job it 
does could have been more easily done with a scythe. The 
inventor was one Jenone Fejes, from a Hungarian national 
Budapest.  

 
 

 
Peter Hampton’s 24” Patent Gear Automaton, the basis 
for the model mowers now available. (See advert sheet) 



RALLY REPORTS 
There were three rallies attended by OLC members in the 

Hampshire /West Sussex area late in the season, as Colin 

Stone reports: 

Alresford Agricultural Show, September 5.  After last 
year’s event having to be abandoned right at the last 
moment because of very poor ground conditions, this year 
we were blessed with blue sky and sunshine, well at least 
to start with. The usual crew were joined by Craig 
Hipperson and 'newer' face Brian Hornsey and with plenty 
of room we were able to put on a good display of push and 
motor mowers. There was a record crowd and we ended up 
with a second in the vintage display category, not bad for a 
'minority interest'. Alas in spite of the fact that Geoff 
Christopher spent a fair proportion of the day on his hands 
and knees he never did manage to get anything actually 
running.  

 
Above: A happy looking band of OLC members at the 
Alresford Show with second prize rosette and sign which 
was made for and used by the late Charlie Jones. Below: 
Dusty Miller with the display. Pictures from Margaret 
Christopher. 

 
 

Harvesting The Old Fashioned Way, September 12 & 

13. A week later Richard Jones and I turned up at an old 
working farm in a glorious Downland setting at West Stoke, 
near Chichester, which was a new venue for this 
established event. Again the weather was kind after 
another cancellation last year, in fact it was rather dry and 
dusty - yes he turned up as well, and we were helped with 
the setting up by Brian Hornsey. As the event was being 
held on a stubble field we decided to tidy it up with a 
modern rotary mower and ended up with three sacks of 
straw even though we weren't supposed to be harvesting 
anything ourselves. Overall an enjoyable weekend with a 
good level of interest from the public and some familiar 
faces in the crowd. 

 

Tilmow, September 26 & 27.
 
 Again this year the event 

combined with the Steam and Vintage Weekend at The 
Rural Life Centre so there was a wider, more general 
appeal. The advantage of Tilford is that it is practical to 
demonstrate machines and Geoff Christopher was happily 
successful this time in starting his 16" Atco Standard and 
the impressive 24" model. However the highlight of the 
event was probably the running of Dusty Miller’s mower 
pusher, demonstrated in the final parade by Richard Jones. 
There is a brief snippet on YouTube here: 
http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LknrrkmY8cs the mower 
section coming about halfway through. Also on Sunday we 

were very pleased to welcome Ray Hogben and his wife all 
the way from Dover, which reminds me that it's a shame we 
don't see some of the more local Members at these rallies. 
It's a bit like the milkman or local post office 'use it or lose 
it'! 

Ray Hogben adds: 
There is usually a good display of old Lawnmowers at this 
event under the Tilmow banner led very capably by Colin 
Stone. I visited the show on the Sunday and had a very 
enjoyable day in the company of Colin, Dusty Millar and 
Richard Jones. When we left to travel home to Dover, 
Richard was demonstrating Dusty’s Mower Pusher to great 
effect by taking it to just about every corner of the site.   

 
This year is the third year that my wife and I have visited 
this event and each year we have found it be a very friendly 
show held in an excellent location, and would encourage 
other members to visit. 

 

Tony Houghton reports that the Barlylands Rally was 
poorly attended by club members this year, with just two 
present and only 5 machines to display between them. This 
is a large and well attended show, and Tony would like to 
encourage others to go along next year, the dates being the 
11

th
 and 12

th
 September 2010. 

 

 
 

CONVERTIBLE WEBB 
Paul Mackellow found this unusual variation in mower 
construction back in the summer, It is a 16” Webb motor 
mower, but with a removable power unit. The machine was 
apparently made between 1958 and 1961, the idea being 
that once the engine was removed it could be put on the 
wheeled trolley seen in the picture below and used to drive 
other garden tools such as a hedge trimmer using a flexible 
shaft transmission. This would enable such alternative tools 
to be used in places where it would be impossible to take a 
16” roller mower. 

 



WHICH? MAGAZINE ON LAWN 

MOWERS IN 1960 
The Consumers’ Association magazine Which? is not only 
a thing of the present, testing everything from dishwashers 
to financial products. It was also around providing 
information about products that are now being collected, 
and of course lawnmowers are among them. Indeed, many 
of many of the machines that appear in Which?’s test in 
March 1960 have been seen increasingly in recent years at 
rallies, especially at Milton Keynes. There are many 
collectors now who have an interest in these machines, so 
coming up to the 50

th
 anniversary of this test, it seems 

appropriate to look back at their findings. 

 
Which? magazine front cover 
 
Which? tested 23 different machines, of all types, there 
being 15 hand mowers and 8 power mowers. That in itself 
is interesting as I doubt very much that there are 15 hand 
mowers on the market at all in 2009. Which? aimed itself at 
the domestic consumer, so these mowers are all of a 
domestic quality, so no fine turf mowers here. The tests 
consisted of the machines being used for 41 hours during 
the dry summer of 1959, and each mower was used by 3 or 
4 men on different types of grass including, fine lawns, 
medium grass mixtures, rough grass containing rye, and 
rough wayside verges. All the mowers were thoroughly 
examined before the tests started and again after they were 
completed some months later. Another sign of the times is 
the issue of TV and Radio interference from the powered 
mowers. This now long forgotten matter was a real problem 
in the days when powered appliances and Radios/TVs first 
started to appear in domestic settings together, and the 
Ladybird electric that was tested did indeed interfere with 
radios. Indeed, even electric toy train sets of the era 
proudly advertised the fact that they included radio 
interference suppressors. 
 
Before going any further, it seems sensible to list all the 
machines tested: 

Hand Mowers (Side Wheel):  Size: 
Flexa    12” 
Folbate F2 (Follows & Bate)  12” 
Presto-Lornmo (Arundel Coulthard) 12” 
Qualcast E1   12” 
Ransomes Conquest  12” 
Suffolk Viceroy   12” 

Hand Mowers (Roller) 
Falcon II (Follows & Bate)  12” 
Green’s Zephyr   12” 
Hayn Gem (Nutt Engineering)  10” 
J. P. Maxees   12” 
Presto-Rollmo 6-18 (Arundel Coulthard) 12” 

Qualcast Panther   12” 
Ransomes Ajax Mk.4  12” 
Webb Wasp Mk III   12” 

Power Mowers (Side Wheel): 
Suffolk Squire   19” 

Power Mowers (Roller): 
Hayn Electric (Nutt Engineering) 12” 
Ladybird Self-Propelled  12” 
Qualcast Powered Panther  12” 
Suffolk Pony   12” 

Rotary 
Bridges Grass Cutter attachment 12” 
Nash Boadicea   14” 
Ransomes Cyclone   18” 
 
The mowers were also tested to assess their cutting ability 
at different heights, with all of them being tried at ¼”, ½” 
and ¾” for roughly equal periods of the test. Only nine 
machines gave a good cutting performance at all three 
heights, these being the Flexa, Conquest, Viceroy, Presto 
Rollmo, Ajax, Webb Wasp, Ladybird, Powered panther, and 
the Nash Boadicea. Not surprisingly, Which? concluded 
that the side wheel and rotary machines were most suited 
to rough grass.   
 
Which?’s conclusions are interesting when compared to 
what would be expected of the magazine today. The best of 
the side wheel hand mowers was the Suffolk Viceroy, 
though it is noted that none of the side wheel machines had 
an overwhelming majority of good features, though this one 
was a good all round mower and most of its faults were 
common to all mowers of the design, most importantly the 
difficulty of cutting over the edge of a flower bed or up 
against a wall with a side wheel machine. Of course the 
Ransomes Conquest does not suffer from the first of these 
problems as the wheels are in front of the cylinder rather 
than outside them, but Which? disliked the canvas 
grassbox at the back of the machine which got in the way 
of the user’s feet.  
 
Other complaints about the sidewheel machines concerned 
the tedancy to tip up when the grassbox was becoming full, 
and Which? testers did not like the Flexa’s attempt to 
overcome this problem with the chain from the bottom of 
the handle to top of the grassbox which they said made the 
mower awkward to push. The Flexa was also criticised for 
its noise, which for a hand mower is considerable.  
 
Of the roller hand mowers, the Ransomes Ajax came out 
with flying colours, although it was the most expensive. 
Most unusual for a Which? best buy to be one of the most 
expensive available, and it just goes to show what a 
marvellous domestic lawnmower the Ajax was (and sill is) 
that it was so highly rated. Which? notes that it received no 
adverse comments during the user tests which were done 
by 4 different people, and was still in good condition when 
examined after the tests were over. This finding has been 
proved correct over the intervening 50 years, as many 
Ajaxes, both the Mk4 tested by Which? and the earlier 
models are still in use today, and as several of our 
members can confirm there is still a market for them as 
hand mowers for everyday use. 
 
The Qualcast Powered Panther rated as the best buy for 
the powered section, though like several of the other 
machines it was not self propelled, and Which? was 
extremely critical of those few mowers that did not have to 
be pushed. It said that none of the self propelled machines 
were free of faults but grudgingly stated that for those who 
need such a mower the Ladybird “gave a fairly satisfactory 
performance”. Hardly a ringing endorsement there then! 
 
Obviously today almost all machines tested are Rotaries, 
and many are self propelled. Flymos were unheard of in 
1960, so in many ways this test concerns mower designs 
going back to 20, 30 or even 60 years, and recommends 
machines whose basic designs are little changed from the 
late 19

th
 century 

 
 

Next Edition: Winter 2009 
Edition 70 – Autumn 2009. Edited & written (except where 
stated) by William Proudfoot 



SPANNER SPOT UPDATE 
It’s now a year or so since the last of the articals on mower 
spanners was published in Grassbox, and one or two more 
have come to light in the meantime. Firstly, these pictures 
were sent by Gavin Wilson from Scotland, and this is very 
obviously a Shanks mower spanner, and the design and 
the writing on it are very much of the Shanks type, 
particularly the Britisher spanner I covered in the last article 
in issue 64. 

 
 

 
Sadly as yet I have been unable to identify which machine 
the J letter code refers to, and as some Shanks machines 
have letter codes that bare no connection whatsoever to 
the name of the mower, it is not always immediately 
obvious what model they belong to. 
 

 
This spanner has no identifying marks except the word 
Shanks on one side, and though it is cast iron, it is post 
war, and I can be fairly certain that it is a New Britisher 
spanner. It came with quite a rusty New Britisher mower, 
and this machine, in common with the Wren of the same 
period, has a badge on the handle which projects from the 
wooden handle stem leaving a gap between the wood and 
the badge into which a spanner can be put. This spanner 
came in this space with the mower. I imagine that it would 
have been common to several models of the time.  
 

 
 

CONTACTING THE CLUB 
Chairman 
Tony Hopwood  
Close Cottage, Longdon Heath, Upton on Severn, 
Worcester. WR8 0QZ. T: 01684 592134 (not after 9 PM 
please). 

Club Secretary 
Michael Duck 
T: 01460 241374  

Treasurer/Club Renewals 
Dick Hardwick 
T: 01462 816018 E: treasurer@oldlawnmowerclub.co.uk 

Souvenirs/Regalia 
Bernard “Robbie” Robinson 
10 Burchester Avenue, Headington, Oxford OX3 9NA 
T: 01865 450899 
E: bernard.robinson@oldlawnmowerclub.co.uk 

Grassbox Editor 
William Proudfoot 
The Old Rectory, Fawkham, Longfield, Kent. DA3 8LX 
T: 01474 707513 
E: wproudfoot@firenet.uk.net 

 

LAWN MOWER ROAD RUN 50 

YEARS ON 
Some members will be aware of the journey made from 
Edinburgh to London with a Ransomes Matador motor 
mower and trailer seat in the spring of 1959, and the East 
Anglian Daily Press reported on the reunion of the group 
who undertook this challenge 50 years on earlier this year. 
They are now aged in their 70s, but met up at the 
Ransomes factory in Ipswich to commemorate the 
occasion. 
 
All were students at the Hatfield Technical College and they 
wanted to test the reliability of small petrol engines over a 

long period of 
running. The 
original mower 
was supplied 
by Ransomes 
as was an 
engineer from 
the company to 
look after it on 
route. The 
mower had to 
be registered 
as road legal, 
and it was 
embe l l i s hed  
with not only a 
number plate 
but also a tax 

disk for the journey! All told the trip was successfully 
completed in 99 hours, with each of the 5 students taking it 
in turns to drive the mower on a two hour rota. The picture 
above shows the mower being driven through Edinburgh at 
the start of the journey in 1959. Note the special trailer seat 
suitable for road use!   
 

 
  

 
Advert from the Ironmonger’s Chronicle, May 1907 for the 
Coldwells Gem, sent in by Ted Wells. Some problems are 
obviously nothing new!
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